
Celtic Attributes and / or Roman Context - deciding on which

Of the ten animal, bird and fish carved objects one has a Roman mythology meaning (the 

serpent/snake as a token of life beyond the grave); additionally, two intertwined serpents 

could represent the Caduceus which in Roman mythology was carried by Mercury the 

messenger of the gods.  Three have military relevance - the eagle prominent on the ubiquitous 

Roman army  standard, the boar and bull as legionary emblems. Four objects have multiple 

contexts. The deer is seen as a messenger/guide from otherworlds suggesting a spiritual or 

"belief" aspect with vision  and patient  being more worldly. Attributes of the eagle include 

wisdom, long life, swiftness, strength, keen sight and knowledge of magic  which could be 

applied to a person. Additionally, the eagle is considered to convey the powers and messages 

of the spirit and it is man's connection to the divine because it flies higher than any other bird . 

Wisdom  and esoteric knowledge  are Celtic attributes for the salmon; additionally it is 

specifically admired in being able to exist in salt and fresh water and to return to its spawning 

grounds  - maybe these are reflected in the Celtic attribute of its wisdom. Salmon in a full life 

cycle generally are born and die in the same place - perhaps aligning with the P-M belief of the 

soul coming from and returning to heaven. An attribute of long / eternal life  for the 

serpent/snake gives a "belief" connotation added to its curious  and communicator  attributes 

which could apply to a person.

During the Investigations when any linkage with a Mithraic or Christian object was evaluated it 

was with reference to the "attributes" of the Celtic object not just the object itself. For 

example, the serpent or snake spiritually has Celtic attributes of long / eternal life arguably 

approximating to the Pictish-Mithraic serpent/snake which usually is associated with a Straight 

or Z Rod and is decoded as a connection between the Cancer and Capricorn constellations 

alluding to the travel of the soul. As Mithraic meaning is concerned basically with spiritual 

belief there are no references to a person's attributes - conversely 9 of the 10 Celtic symbols 

have attributes which refer to people.

To see if there were any patterns in the incidences of Celtic symbols across the Symbol Stones, 

a record was created of Celtic symbol versus Stone by name/location. Following an initial 

assessment the website page "Celtic Attributes - Initial Analysis" (link below) was created with 

analyses and notes. This preceded the more in-depth approach used in the Investigations. 

A key start point in the Investigations was researching the likely Celtic and Roman meaning of 

the animal, bird and fish carvings within the context of the  Symbol Stones'  environment and 

era then determining what (either, both or none) was appropriate. Ten objects that can be 

considered to be Celtic symbols appear on Pictish Symbol Stones (they may have other 

connotations). They have associated  "attributes" - some being personal "physical" qualities 

such as strength or endurance, others that might be called "softer skills" e.g. wisdom or 

faithfulness and some appearing to represent "beliefs" as in eternal life. No carvings or indirect 

depictions of recognised Celtic deities are seen on the Stones - perhaps the inclusion of the 

specific animal, bird and fish carvings was a fundamental belief that did not require any type of 

deity that could be construed to be an intermediary. 



• generally the attributes associated with Celtic symbols refer to a person's physical qualities 

or softer skills rather than to religious belief or spiritual meaning. 

This surfaced some key points not previously considered, for example:-

Linked pages:-

Stones, Eagles & The Roman Army

Celtic Attributes - Initial Analysis

Stones, Boars & a Roman Legion

•  in those instances where animals and birds are  part of a hunting scene it is concluded that 

they are not portraying Celtic symbols.

• if there is choice in interpretation between a carving being a Celtic symbol or not then bias 

towards Celtic has been avoided. An example is the Gairloch Stone - an eagle which may be a 

goose and a fish which may be a salmon.

Another aspect is the interpretation of the so - called Pictish Beast. In the website page
Pictish Symbols & Mithraism a description of this carving and its Capricorn associations

is outlined. It is arguably based on the "goat fish" which started in Babylonian times and may 

well have been in a Roman "belief" - most likely Mithraic. Therefore here is another "animal" 

with a Roman connection but not a Celtic one.

•  where there were Celtic objects that have a Roman context perhaps that supports or, at 

minimum, suggests a theory of a Roman presence for that location. Of the 22 widely 

distributed bird objects on the Scottish mainland and Orkney Stones, 16 are Eagles; each 

Roman Army Legion carried an Eagle standard; most of the Stones with Eagles have Pictish-

Mithraic carvings. Analyses in the website page "Stones, Eagles & The Roman Army" (link 

below) resulted in some possible explanations on who may have carved these objects. 

Research into boars resulted in the website page "Stones, Boars & a Roman Legion" (link 

below) being compiled prompting some challenging principles e.g. prospectively a Roman army 

• what appears to be a Celtic object can be changed when it is mixed with another object - 

such as the snake/serpent on Logierait 1 with a Straight Rod and Balluderon with a Z-Rod 

making them Pictish-Mithraic symbols not Celtic.

https://pictishsymbolstones.com/stones-eagles-the-roman-army-a-connection/
https://pictishsymbolstones.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/celtic-objects-attributes-and-initial-analysis-25-oct-2021.pdf
https://pictishsymbolstones.com/stones-boars-and-a-roman-legion/
https://pictishsymbolstones.com/pictish-symbols-and-mithraism-2/

